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It is a poem about a mother’s, or the poet’s, struggles to face her son maturing, and having to experience school. The mother feels powerless and she worries about her son going to school. To her, there will
be challenges and struggles from which she cannot protect him. The prospect of ‘football after school’ fears her, as he “dribbles the sun about the place”, which conveys how she thinks the football, as the
“sun”, will become his life, and will become his focus rather than ...
FOOTBALL AFTER SCHOOL - buckinghamshireutc.co.uk
Football After School - Patricia McCarthy. 4.5 11 customer reviews. Author: Created by Miss_s_k. Preview. Created: May 13, 2014 | Updated: Jan 20, 2015 ... essay football after school. pptx, 275 KB.
Football after school. docx, 14 KB. Football after School poem. Report a problem. This resource is designed for UK teachers.
Football After School - Patricia McCarthy | Teaching Resources
Football after School (Patricia McCarthy) -The poet mixes metaphors which mirrors the bewildering nature of a mother-son relationship. -The game of football is supposed to symbolize the transition period for
a young boy, before. he enters real life, which can be just as brutal and exciting as a game of football (always.
Football After School Poem Analysis Patricia Mccarthy ...
Football after School - Patricia McCarthy By: Milagros Urioste, Alexia Smith Estrada and Sofía Mendez Main Points Stanza 2 Stanza 1 Worry- that the world of school and beyond will be aggressive and
violent Fear- that her son is vulnerable and will be easily hurt Hope-that he
Football after School -Patricia McCarthy by - Prezi
'Football After School' by Patricia McCarthy. 4 1 customer reviews. Author: Created by lorenzogiovanni. Preview. Created: Apr 19, 2015. A guide to the 14 poems in the poetry collection 'Poems Deep and
Dangerous' which can be chosen by students of the Cambridge IGCSE Literature specification (0486) Read more.
'Football After School' by Patricia McCarthy | Teaching ...
Football After School Patricia McCarthy. FOOTBALL AFTER SCHOOL ... Patricia McCarthy Patricia McCarthy WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE POEM? It is a poem . Filesize: 433 KB; Language: English;
Published: June 19, 2016; Viewed: 3,917 times
Football After School By Patricia Mccarthy Analysis ...
Football after school is a poem about a mothers, or the poets’, struggles in the harsh realisation of her son maturing, and having to experience school. Patricia is feeling powerless and worried about her sons
inevitable future of him going to school which he has to endure. We observe the poet sharing her thoughts, and images, in each verse her view changes on how she thinks her son will combat “Football After
School” .
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Football After School Essay - 1521 Words | Bartleby
Critical Interpretations Stanza 2-3 analyses This poem is typical of a woman; she’s simply worried for her son because she was fragile as a girl? McCarthy explores the paradoxical nature of being a parent
with great insight; the delight of watching a child grown up, tempered with
Analysis of "Football after school" by Patricia McCarthy ...
The metaphors in Patricia McCarthy's poem represent her deep ambivalence about her son joining his school's football team. McCarthy is an Anglo-Irish poet, so the game of "football" she discusses...
What do the metaphors in Patricia McCarthy’s poem ...
Football after school is a poem about a mothers, or the poets’, struggles in the harsh realisation of her son maturing, and having to experience school. Patricia is feeling powerless and worried about her sons
inevitable future of him going to school which he has to endure. We observe the poet sharing her thoughts, and images, in each verse her view changes on how she thinks her son will combat “Football After
School” .
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football after school patricia mccarthy poem analysis PDF Menu. Home; Translate [UniqueID] - Read Batman: Knightfall (Batman) Doc. emile woolf acca p2 2013 kit Add Comment Batman: Knightfall
(Batman) Edit.
football after school patricia mccarthy poem analysis PDF
Football after School, Patricia McCarthy. You’ll be one of them in a few years, warpaint slicked over your face - your common language jeers, dribbling the sun about the place with the premature swagger of
manhood, butting it with your head: your school tie a stiff striped dagger. Yes, soon you’ll be picking scabs of kisses off your skin as each kick
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